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Duan Cheng-shi was famous for his Miscellany of the Youyang Mountains. Si Ta 
Ji which was in the sequel of Miscellany of the Youyang Mountains recorded the 
experience of his touring in 17 temples in Chang-an before the Banning Buddhism in 
the third year of Hui Chang Period. Duan Cheng-shi was interested in Buddhism, 
therefore, the discriptions were not only on basic conditions of those temples, but also 
on mural painting、religious stories which reflected the general conditions of belief in 
that time. Based on Si Ta Ji, the Buddhist temples mentioned in it will be analyzed. 
Most of former researches studied the sects and belief of Buddhism from the 
pesperctive of thoughts and peoples, and hardly from the pesperctive of Buddhist 
temples. Based on Si Ta Ji and its related materials, the relationship between sects、 
belief and Buddhist temples will be analyzed. Thus some neglected in former 
researches aspects will be shown. There are four parts in this article except 
introduction and conclusions. The relationship between Duan Cheng-shi and 
Buddhism will be given in first part, which shows the reliability of Si Ta Ji. Secondly, 
based on the comparisions of related material with Si Ta Ji, the status of sects of 
Buddhism in Chang-an in Tang Dynasty will be discussed. Therefore, some 
conclusions can be drawn as follow: there is close relationship between sects、 belief 
and Buddhist temples which have holy and secular character. And Buddhist temples in 
which various sects display themselves can not be occupied by a certain sect in the 
long term. Therefore, Buddhist temples are not only spaces in which in which all 
religious activities take place, but also have great influence on the development of 
sects and belief of Buddhism. To some degree, temples can be a mirror of the current 
situations and the future. Thus, based on Si Ta Ji, to conduct research on the 
material-space forms of Buddhism has significance for us to recognize their true 
functions in history of the development of Buddhism. 
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① 三武一宗：三武指的是北魏太武帝、北周武帝、唐武宗，一宗指后周世宗。 
② 任继愈．《汉唐佛教思想论集》附录之《杜阳杂编》的节录[M]．北京：人民出版社，1973 年，第 326
页． 
③ 严耀中．《佛教与三至十三世纪中国史》[M]．北京：宗教文化出版社，2007 年，第 236 页． 
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